
 

Consolidated Addendum #1 – April 9, 2024 

LISNDA Coop 2024-2025 Bids 

Each addendum must be ini�aled below and returned as part of the vendor’s submission 

1. Frozen Bid: The following lines are 2.3 oz bagels, not 2.0 oz: 

FR13377, Bell's Brooklyn 88905 
FR13378, Bell's Brooklyn 88913 
FR13375, Bell's Brooklyn 84620 
FR13376, Bell's Brooklyn 88901 
 

2. Frozen Bid: The following lines have been corrected: 

FR13319, Muffin Cinnamon Crumble, Buena Vista.  Correct code is 90030, correct case is 72. 
FR13320, Muffin Blueberry Crumble. Correct code is 90060, correct case is 72. 
 

3. The Scoring Matrix is a part of the Geo-Preference RFP, not the NYS Bid.  This can be disregarded 
for the NYS bid.  It is added to the website and the Geo-Preference zip file has been updated to 
include the matrix.  
 

4. The Submission Instuc�on document has been corrected for the NYS/NYS Thursday bid. It has 
been added to the website and the NYS zip file has been updated with the correct document. 
 

5. Responses to ques�ons: 
 
The sheets for Long Island say the signature needs to be INK. Can I type in the addi�onal info as 
long as I sign the papers individually or do they all need to be filled in by hand with INK? 
The signature on the original copy must be an actual wet signature in ink.  The rest of the 
informa�on may be typed in. 
 
Will one set of master paperwork apply to mul�ple category/bids? 
No.  Please submit a complete set of paperwork as required for each bid to which you are 
responding. 
 
Do we need to submit one flash drive per bid, or can one set be used for all bid spreadsheets we 
will be presen�ng? 
Please submit one flash drive/set of flash drives per bid. 
 
Can the individual sealed envelopes per bid be shipped in one large envelope or package? 
Yes, however please indicate on the master envelope that it contains mul�ple responses, and the 
bids to which you are responding. 
 
 
 



 
 
Our invoices don’t generate un�l 1-2 days (a�er delivery) which we could PDF over, is that 
sufficient to meet this requirement? 
Unless an individual district requires otherwise, this will be sufficient. 
 
LISNDA Drinks Bid Page 4 - Contract Condi�ons - Can we get clarifica�on on what within the �me 
specified would/could be? 
If a product is not delivered as per the bid, 3 deliveries in a row, the district may seek to purchase 
it elsewhere.  This will be updated on future bid releases. 

 

 

For Vendor: 

 

_______________________________  ____________________________________ _____________ 
Company Name    Representa�ve Name    Ini�als 

 


